Ships surveyors operating in the marine field
IIC — INDEPENDENT INSURANCE CONSULTANTS LTD (IIC) is an international Company
based in London and has been managed by Mr. Julien TRILLARD, Director and Loss Adjuster.
In 2006 it was decided to operate in the marine field and it was created with Mr. Franco
Schiralli (FRANCO) a structure of a multi-disciplinary marine surveys organization. In 2015 we
enlarged our business intervention area and it has been created the “sister Company” GLOBAL
INDEPENDENT MARINE SURVEYORS LTD (GIMS) where (FRANCO) is the Managing Director.
(IIC) is in direct contact with H & M, ENERGY and CARGO Underwriters, P & I Clubs and Legal
Advisors. Today our target is to expand and offer prompt interventions in key regions of the
globe, where the maritime industry exercises a great influence.
When the accidents occur at sea, onshore and offshore, we are able to offer the skilled surveyor
of GIMS’ operating platforms of Rotterdam or Genoa and utilize our global Correspondents hubs.
We have at our disposition senior surveyors, naval architects, master mariners, marine
engineers,forensic surveyors, specialists ready to intervene worldwide.

(IIC) is able to provide Clients “on-site assistance” as:
○

Assessing cause and extent of damages

○

Monitoring salvage operations

○

Monitoring and account for clean-up operations

(IIC) is actively engaged and in contact in the West Francophone African Countries, offering
our technical consultancy in marine and energy claims. We promote special tailored training
courses for local marine surveyors. (IIC) assists his Clients with the support of (GIMS) surveyors
in General Average, H&M and ENERGY Underwriters. Particular attention we care to Onshore
and Offshore fields.
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